FITTING IS THE THOUGHT THAT FUTURE GENERATIONS MAY BE HURLED THROUGH SPACE AT TERRIFIC SPEEDS, INCOMPARABLE WITH ANY NOW CONCEIVABLE, AS THE RESULT OF "MAD-MEN'S" DREAMS IN DEVELOPING THE ROCKET SHIP.
HISTORY OF ANAK SOCIETY

THE Anak Society was founded on January 1, 1908. The first president was Mr. Geo. W. McCarty, now vice-president of the Ashcraft-Wilkinson Co., and also Alumni Member of the Georgia Tech Athletic Board, along with Mr. Chip Robert, another charter member of the society. The other officers were C. H. Vaughn, Vice-President, L. E. Goodier, Secretary, and C. A. Sweet, Treasurer. Mr. Goodier became one of the pioneer air officers of the army. He fell soon afterwards in a plane accident and was transferred to the infantry. Mr. Goodier later was attached to the R. O. T. C. unit here. The other charter members were G. A. Hendrie, C. A. Adamson, L. W. Roberts, S. J. Hargrove, J. E. Davenport, W. R. Snyder, C. L. Emerson and G. W. H. Cheney.

The Anak Society has always been active in any movement for the forwarding of Tech and has initiated many of the most important activities on the Tech Campus. Among the important dates in the Society's history are as follows:

1908
The formation of the Honor system which was put into effect during that year and lasted until just a few years ago.

1910
The pulling of the Y. M. C. A. out of its dark days.

1911
October 5, 1911 the first discussion of the publishing of a school newspaper. It was decided to publish the first issue the day before the Georgia game of 1911. The name chosen was the Technique, and the first two editors were, E. A. Turner, then Y. M. C. A. Secretary, and Mrs. Bloom. Dr. Perry was the first faculty advisor and member of the staff. The other positions were filled by students. The society and the three faculty members above picked the first staff.

1912
The year of the Band's difficulties and the appointment of the first leader by the Society, Mr. Greenblatt.

1913
The movement for the correction of the medical conditions on the Tech campus, which later led to the building of the school hospital. The Freshman cap system.

1915
The beginning of the movement of the compulsory support of student publications.

1916
The combining of the two student publications, the old Yellow Jacket with the present Technique, and the increase of the Technique to its present size. The first six-page paper to come out February 16, 1917.

1919
The first Tech Homecoming, to be held at commencement, 1919.

1920
Request of the formation of the first Publicity Bureau of the school.

1921
Fight against the appearance of the Klu Klux Klan on the Tech campus.

1922
Formation of Student Council.

1924
The fight against the abolishing of societies on the campus.

1929
The formation of the Yellow Jacket Club.

1931
The changing of the Pass Book for 1932-33 and the Publication of the Senior Personnel History for distribution to firms throughout the country to aid in the securing of positions for the senior class.

It has been the policy of the society since its inception to turn over to the students any activity that might be formed by the society as soon as the activity has proven worth while and self-supporting. The society has controled over the welfare of the class honor societies such as Skull and Key, Bulldog and Koseme. The society, with the aid of these three societies supports a scholarship which is known as the George W. Adair Scholarship. This scholarship was started in 1912 but its name was changed soon after the death of Mr. George Adair in 1921.
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
Its Purpose and Accomplishments

In three years of existence on the Georgia Tech campus, Omicron Delta Kappa, or O. D. K., as it is more commonly termed, has attained the position of the leading democratic honor organization. This is only natural in that O. D. K. is a leadership fraternity, composed of leaders in the varying campus activities and is the only organization requiring both a definite scholastic standing and a fixed activity rating of the candidates as well as certain requirements of leadership as approved by the National Officers.

The following statement is taken from the National Constitution of the fraternity:

First, to recognize men who have attained a high standard of efficiency in collegiate activities, and to inspire others to strive for conscious attainments along similar lines.

Second, to bring together the most representative men in all phases of collegiate life and thus to create an organization which will help to mould the sentiment of the institution of local and collegiate interest.

Third, to bring together members of the faculty and student body of the institution on a basis of mutual interest and understanding.

The Alpha Eta Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa, which is the official designation given the Georgia Tech Circle, is the thirty-first of thirty-three circles representing the most outstanding institutions of higher learning over the entire United States. The organization was originally conceived at Washington and Lee University and was accordingly founded at that university in 1914. So great was its success at that institution, and such was the clamor for similar chapters in other schools that Omicron Delta Kappa has now come to its present position of esteem.

Omicron Delta Kappa is a member of the National Council of Honor Societies which includes in its eight members organizations such as Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa, and Sigma Xi, each being the most outstanding national in its field.

At Georgia Tech, the Alpha Eta Circle has fostered campus activities, planned and handled the dedication of the Aeronautical building, started a movement for constructing a school auditorium, sponsored the plan of school aid for graduates in obtaining employment, and has undertaken the record keeping of the extra-curricular activities of Georgia Tech students, and has made various recommendations to the Inter-fraternity Council and the Student Council concerning school problems.

Omicron Delta Kappa at Tech is proud of its faculty membership, including Dr. Brittain, Dean Skiles, Dean Field, Dr. Reade, Dr. Armstrong, Prof. Narmore, Prof. Wenn, Coach Alexander, and Mr. George Griffin. It is particularly proud of its honorary membership including the king of golfers, Bobby Jones; Mr. Howard Coffin, President of the Hudson Motor Company and foremost developer of the State of Georgia; Mr. George Crawford, who is the President of the Jones-Laughlin Steel Corporation; and George Marchmont, President of Graybar Electric Co.
GEORGIA SCHOOL of TECHNOLOGY

"A Technical School With a National Reputation"

THE GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY offers to young men of ability and ambition a training which will fit them for positions of responsibility and power. The national reputation of this institution is based not on claims, but on results. Its greatest asset is the record which its alumni are making in the productive work of the world. Georgia Tech graduates succeed because they have been trained both to think scientifically and to work efficiently.


Coast Artillery, Signal Corps, Infantry and Ordnance Units of the R. O. T. C., also Naval R. O. T. C.
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The sparkling music of the Dining Hall Orchestra is heard daily by those students who prefer the excellent cuisine of the South's Finest Dining Hall.

Beautiful Gothic Construction

Modern Equipment

Tech Dining Hall
In the Food Industries

Not only for cooling refrigerators, but for quick-freezing various foods, for chilling meats, carbonating beverages, making ice cream, freezing fish, cooling dough mixers, conditioning air, precooling fruits, canning vegetables, making solid carbon dioxide, and doing scores of other things, FRICK REFRIGERATION is the servant of the Food Industries.

The Building Industries, the Chemical Industries and the Transportation Industries also profit by FRICK REFRIGERATION. Let us show you how.

ATLANTA OFFICE: 1003-4 Mortgage Guarantee Bldg.
GEORGE THE BLOOD. THREATENS GANG WAR TO SAVE MOLL.

Campus Celebrity Stoops to Enlisting Help of Y Leaders.

She was me moll and they didn't do right by Nell, was the statement of George Cornell in connection with the recent Digamma Brawl. The result being that he dashed over to the Kappa Sigma house and slew his rival, Elmer Willard Turnbull in Cold Blood.

When told he was a bad boy and that he shouldn't go about shooting people he answered that he didn't know that the gun was loaded.

With Maxie and Nahas as lawyers George was acquitted today on the Charges of Insanity. Clever these Yimker Boys.

STUDENT ACQUITTED.

John Smith of the Digamma House was today acquitted by the Fulton County Grand Jury on the Charges of Murdering his fraternity Brother. Witnesses testified to the fact that the deceased had used the Fraternity Phone One hour and a half just before the Murder.

LOVELORN ADVICE.

By Countess Olga.

Dear Olgy: I am going with a young soda Jerker that I love dearly and with a rich old Millionaire whom I despise in spite of his money. Please advise me, Signed, Perplexed.

A.—Marry the Soda Jerker and send address of old Millionaire to the Countess.

Dear Countess: I Date two Betas regularly, and neither knows that the other is going with me. Would you call that leading a double life? Dot.

A.—No, go with two more and the equivalent will be a single life.

Lo, Olga: I have a date every nite in the week and men are spending lavishly on me. Would you call me a flirt?

A.—No—The word is genius.

Dear Countess: I am a college freshman, and my SIT simply loves orchids they are so rare. I can't afford them, what shall I do?

A.—Orehilds are scarcer than SYT's.

Lo, Olga: I am Professor at Tech and love my dear wife with all my heart—Yet the Co-eds at Nite school just try to make me pay attention to them. What shall I do?

A.—The English Professor Lies.

KAMPUS KALANDER.

9 A. M. Wow, what a party, and a ten o'clock this morning ain't no justice.

10:30 A. M. Makes Ten o'Clock class just in time for roll call and dismissed.

10:31 A. M. Wow, but this idle time is killing me, looks like lunch time will never come.

12 M.—When are you going to have lunch? Gee but I'm pooped, hard day to-day.

1 P. M. Lab at Fox Theatre.

5 P. M. Bull Session.

6 P. M. Dinner.

7 P. M. And they call this General science a crip—What crust.
DEAR MA:

What is left the Old man must have been when he told you about his days at Tech. The beautiful campus that he painted is paved city streets laid with boarding houses. The brassy administration building is as far from the Cathedral of learning as is the Podunk Post Office from the National Capitol. And from rumors what hell raisers they must have been. The campus reeks with the history of the Class of '91, of which Dad was the illustrious President. They tell me that the biggest drinker back in those days got the Presidency, and the old man according to his reputation with the older Professors used to go on a sober, impractical to order them here.

I had a long talk with the Dean and he complimented me very highly on the work that I am doing here he says that I am doing so good that I should stay over for summer school rather than to interrupt my studies by taking a vacation.

About my studies, you asked what E was for that is excellent, the B that I got was bad but the professor tells me that it will be an A next time.

Don't forget the check, and don't try to buy the things at the store because I have gained weight and I am sure you will be... But our last floor can always depend on there being something nice.

Your Son

P.

SIGMUND EISNER COMPANY
RED BANK, N. J.

Furnishers of the Official Tech Uniform for Freshmen, Upper Classmen and Cadet Officers.

COAL >>> COKE
Fuel Oil
Lumber and Mill Work
WALNUT 4 7 1 4
FUEL MERCHANTS FOR
Forty-six Years
R. ANDALL BROTHERS, INC.

We are true Southern Gentlemen We have a big shot and big activity men . . . The Eagle Brothers, Hardeman, Turnbull and Storey . . . Forty solid at Tech, we are . . . And do we rate nationally? Wow! . . . No drinking is allowed on February 10th. We just gotta to draw the line somewhere . . . The Lilly of the Alley is the fraternity flower . . . which makes the convenient garage an asset.


Randolph House is the prerequisite flower . . . which makes the convenient garage an asset.

Your Son

P.

Sigma Nu

The Sigma Nu chapter at Tech has been a big success on the better part of the campus. The Sigma Nu is mowing the lawn you can always depend on there being a snake in the grass . . . Graydon and the Sig Alphs are big shots and . . . And we scholars as well. We know that our house is getting a bit dilapidated . . . But our last floor can do a better job than the A. T. O.'s at any rate.

Kappa Sigma

Moved into our new house this year . . . Not so hot at present, but the S. A. E.'s are to be our neighbors and this is something! . . . Have lots of big shots and big activity men . . . The Eagle Brothers, Hardeman, Turnbull and Storey . . . Forty solid at Tech, we are . . . And do we rate nationally? Wow! . . . No drinking is allowed on February 10th. We just gotta to draw the line somewhere . . . The Lilly of the Alley is the fraternity flower . . . which makes the convenient garage an asset.
**Sigma Alpha Epsilon**

No doubt you know that Bobby Jones and Rudy Vallee are brothers—prominent Alumni! We have plenty... Our new slogan is getting us plenty of bros... "One in Every Family—Eventually, Why Not Now?"

Nothing like a little pub, now and then, to give us an opportunity to go over the top in our next membership drive... We're big on the campus, too; lots of 'em... but if you have heard of Tech, you have heard of 'em... The beauty of "Miller Hall—The American Legion by 1911"... is getting 'em in...

**Beta Theta Pi**

**Chi Psi**

We always have the most of the campus leaders this year... but next year... We're better to have loved and lost at any rate... Campus leaders include Wells, Williams, Whiffen, Horne and Griffith... Modern, these chaps that answer the phone Delta Shelter... Well, maybe a Shelter is better than a Delta Dreads... They have often been dubbed... but they attribute the fact to the three Greek letters and punsters... Really, dearie, there is no truth in the statement...

**Delta Tau Delta**

We have the house of the campus... and do we have chapters elsewhere?... well we reckon... Activity... We do, we have chapters that do have activity... Get, but we are strong in the East... Campus leaders... Well up at doe other schools they nose do have the activity... but we are strong nationally... Alumni... That is what we have plenty of... and strong... Well we have the best house on the campus... and we are strong everywhere, well we reckon on...

**Alpha Tau Omega**

Ha! How about the origin of the Firth Department, we are in the same old house... Dre... Almost now, though... Renovated throughout... Wonder why those freshmen slipped up... And the plans for the new house—monitor or bungalow, or what have you, were under way... Don't worry about us, we have the old dags: "A F trout may be down but he is never out... Too much greenroom at one time, that's what ruined us..."

**Phi Kappa Alpha**

Sub-rata to kappa alpha... Just across the street from the Southern Gentlemen... We did have good men... can't expect us to keep up the dirty pace that we started always... Even the best fall off their perch sometimes... We did have a gang of athletes; yes, at one time we even had the captain of the football team... but this colossus... Well, we reckon... our new slogan... "One in Every Family—Eventually, Why Not Now?"... We got big men on the campus, too; lots of 'em... but you heard of Tech, doubtless you have heard of them... The Who's Who of Georgia Tech... Got it? And Alumni... the foremost politicians are of our school... And Alumni... Simply must... and are our dances... are we pretty good, we are... And do we get the pick of house party gals... cornel, yunes, Moore, and more campus leaders... Watch our dust... And with the ladies... Well watch our dust...

**Phi Delta Theta**

To think that this was our racket at one time... Shades of Bunch... Do we have the gollers, we will reckon... Yunes and Moore in the same chapter... and do we rate with the powers that be socially in this Berg... We reckon; ask any YTT or Dubble for the full details... Our raw material promises to make us one of the leaders... Cornell, Yunes, Moore, and more campus leaders... Watch our dust... And with the ladies... Well watch our dust...

**Phi Sigma Kappa**

Dated it, who was the brat that made the way hard for the political-minded?... well, we did have the leaders while it lasted... And are we a congenial bunch?... well, we reckon... Fellowship and a good time among ourselves... People are sometimes getting so confused with Phi Kappa Sigma... Can't make class when they see us? And Alumni... the foremost politicians are of our chapters... nothing like early training, say we...
Sigma Chi

Do we have the Butler? . . . And did we have the house mother? . . . Yep . . . but the Kappa Sigs took her, the vipers . . . Now that we can study, there should be an increased improvement in scholarship . . . Speaking of campus leaders, we have 'em; it isn't every chapter that has its Fain and McEver . . . Now that Vallee has made the Maine Stein Song popular, the immortal strains of the Sweetheart of Sigma Chi are not heard as much . . . never you mind, we are going to put on a campaign to revive it . . . Remember eternal study . . .

Phi Epsilon Pi

They have a chapter on the Tech campus . . . Sure, it is a national . . . Look in Banta's.

Inter-Fraternity Rumblings

'Tis mid-year again . . . Bernie Cummins is signed . . . Swell band this Cummins and his boys have . . . There is a couple rubbing noses; oh well, it's an old South African custom . . . There is Syd Williams, the man responsible for the swell band . . . The fascinating lady is Miss Louisa Howard . . . The vice-president is busy on the door . . . Nape, he didn't stag; brought Betty Crandall . . . The popularity was short lived—one night, to be exact . . . The very handsome elderly man and woman . . . That's Dean Skiles and Mrs. Skiles . . . Yep, the Dean is our pal and attends all the better social affairs of the campus . . . Now 'tis commencement and time to get rid of the Seniors . . . Tal Henry has been signed by the Inter Frat boys . . . Rumblings, some like it, some don't; this goes to press before Mr. Henry makes his advent . . . So we can't say . . . Graft at the dances . . . Oh . . . That has been eliminated . . .

Knitting Contest Called Off.

Emory Accuses Unfair Tactics.

The annual contest in the art of knitting has been called off, it was learned today. A howl was sent up by Captain Percival Blots, the stalwart Captain, who has never looked better, than he did when groomed in the latest of orchid floss, a product of his own handiwork?

It isn't fair for the Agnes Scott team to institute boys' rules this year when they have never been so conducted before. Last year the girls won by a dropped stitch and a pearl two. Quitting winners, that's what it is, as the stalwart captain wiped a tear from his eye while relating the tragic epic in sports history we ducked—We'll take Vanilla—or cream puffs at ten paces every time.

THE STUDENT SUPPLY

"Everything a Student Needs!"

G. F. Herrin, Mgr.
Perfectly Pasteurized ...  
GRADE "A" MILK  
Grade A Raw Milk : Certified Milk  
EARLY MORNING DELIVERY  
CALL MAIN 3 4 5 3  
PEDIGREE DAIRIES  
Incorporated  
165 HAYNES, S. W. 

"SURE! WE USE TAXICABS AND DIVIDE THE COST"  
5 Ride for Price of 1  
BLACK AND WHITE  
or YELLOW CABS  
2 Miles for 30 Cents  
Wa. 0200  
Wa. 3161  

The place that the STT or Debbie always suggests for just a drink and after she has finished eating the check looks like a telephone number... Located on the famed Peachtree Street where everybody wants to see who the fish the other Fillie is out with.

The Laboratory of Commerce and the General Science Student where most of the lab work is done around the surroundings of the Theatre of the Stars. And after the stage shows the Fox Gals, the SYT, or Debbie then there are the others that infest the fair city... First the SYT, then there are plenty of snobbishness.

The gal of fifteen or sixteen that attends the finishing school for young ladies on Peachtree St. From this stage they emerge to the Snub Deb Stage... where the snobbishness begins being embedded... After a year or so as this they enter the Famous Debbie Handicap... Pardon Horses, but the SYT or Debbie is the man to do it.

AND THIS PHARMA BUTTERMILK... What column would be complete without something that has to do with the phrase that Tech has made famous... Buttermilk to the common rabble is just a drink but to the Engineer Nay Nay it is much more than a liquid... It originated with the name for the pots that infest Grant Field and the Rowbo... In the quest of Baseballs or anything that isn't nailed... From this it spread to their molls the female students of the O'Keefe Junior High... From this somewhat restricted meaning it went to a broader meaning and applies to anyone that isn't a SYT Debbie or Snub Debbie. Then there are the others that infest the fair city... First the SYT... The pall of fifteen or sixteen that attends the finishing school for young ladies on Peachtree St. From this stage they emerge to the Snub Deb Stage... where the snobbishness begins being embalmed... After a year or so as this they enter the Famous Debbie Handicap... Pardon Horses, but... (Continued on Page 12)

Standard Pharmacy  
GEORGIA TECH'S OFFICIAL DRUGGISTS  
HE. 1503-1504  
WE DELIVER  
E. F. COX  
T. L. WHITE  
Corner North Avenue and Luckie

Sudden Service With Pains-taking Care  
Yellow Jacket Cleaning Co.  
H. W. LACY, Mgr.  
627 Spring Street, N. W.  
PHONE HEMLOCK 9 1 3 5

MODERN YOUTH WANTS NECKIN’.  
This sad but true. The morals of today are not what they used to be, unfortunate sons of '89 to '92 or '93 to '96. Nope it isn't like the good old days. Remember Fanny, not so long ago the folks might have been a little more forward and Fancy is no longer a gals name. Nope not like in the good old days. And remember that Horse I bad? Shush, remember the English is not what it was in the good old days.

"Lo Pop, who's the old fossil with you?"

"Ha, Ha, the joke's on you, the bootlegger has cut the volume."

"And remember that Horse I had? Shush, remember the Sunflower."

"But who cares to waste time with a rabbit?"
the Dobbys take liberty . . . For a year they look over the eligible and try to pick a Golden Future . . . For the past few years the shedding has been rough and there are many of past year’s clubs that have as yet not cul-
mminated their man hunt.

SOCIAL LIFE AT TECH . . . Begin with the entering of school of the traditional group. They were entertained, danced, wined and worried by the various frats . . . After this came the PiDaguer party with the blan of glory ended and the Frosh had to pay and pay . . . After this a series of College Fraternity Dances . . . with the Chi Phi occurring at the Lodge at a tea dance after each of the foot-
ball games . . . After this the Mid-term dances with Bernie Cummins and his swell band . . . a good time was had by all . . . After this another series of Fraternity and Dance clubs . . . some good and some not so good . . . and then the climax is yet to come, the Commencement dance with Tal Healy furnishing the music . . . All in all . . . the year from a social standpoint despite the many disap-
pointments has been an excellent one.

THE HIGHER UPS ON THE CAMPUS . . .

Atlantic Ice & Coal Company

ICE . . COAL . . COLD STORAGE

MIN 1900

Judging the angles in this case . . . Then Turnbull went in for a diversified bunch and centered for a while on Agnes Scott . . . Viertick seemed to fancy the F and M gals as did the track coach . . . The Art editor of this book . . . she changed seemingly several times and at till yet in a no decision bent with a shade being in favor of the Agnss Scott Mary Meyers; presence or absence of the tusk has little to do with things in many cases . . . Yours truly stuck to the gal in the Sunny land of Florida . . . remus centered in to speak . . . we hope that it was centered . . . at any rate . . . Then Stormy seemed to come more and more entrenched in the realm of the SBT . . . yet the family even calls him Fred . . . Fosy seems to keep up a derision and the Ten Fifty is very conservative . . . from Head Nobles has just played around to use . . . Red Hade does not have a particular gal . . . well what particular gal would you have to do Rod . . . Then Sanders Camp went into the Ten Cent a Dance realm which was somewhat short lived . . . We think that the comment really helped this time . . . Conrad Bext carried his point brush on his lip and ip- and paint has touched this girl at this writing . . . Withhold up and get married and kept out of Print . . . Nebula pulled with the Dean of Women at Agnes Scott . . . There is plenty of other happenings but this has to end somewhere . . . So until next year Okay Senator . . .
Equipped—

with many years' experience for making Photographs of all sorts, desirable for illustrating College Annuals. Best obtainable artists, workmanship, and the capacity for prompt and unequalled service.

White Studio

Photographers for
BLUE PRINT

Address requests for information to our
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
220 WEST 42nd STREET
NEW YORK

(Continued from Page 13)

The Groom was handsomely attired in a suit cunningly tailored of Black broadcloth, tapered here and there, he was a striking figure (Struck as a plumber). His boutonniere was of Gardenia. His handsome, manly shoulders were a picture of Manhood.

The Bridesmaids wore different colored Dresses and had some flowers, too.

The Groomsmen were handsomely attired, and behaved perfectly. The count of the Wedding Presents after the guests had departed were 10 to 1 in favor of the Guests.

L. G. BALFOUR CO.
FRATERNITY JEWELRY
at MUSE'S

Rent a New Car
Convertibles—Roadsters—Sedans
U-DRIVE-IT CO.
Branches in Principal Cities
No Hour Charge at Any Time
Storage—Parking
Special Student Rates
230 Peachtree St. : Phone WA. 6257

This space donated by a
Loyal Friend
—AND—
Supporter of Georgia Tech

We Are Noted for Our Famous
Milk Shakes

TROY-Peerless
LAUNDRY
DRY CLEANING
WA inut 5107
Stolen.

About twelve-thirty Sunday night from Street back of Rosebowl Ford Sedan, Motor No. 0000000. Can identify same with cushion that fits rear seat—Reward—Phone Jerry Woods Delta House.

Lost.

Near Chemical Department, quart flask containing Alcohol, return Flask to Dean of Chemistry Dept.—No Questions Asked—Oh Yeah! Twenty Dollar bill on campus, can identify by signature of Andrew Mellon in lower right hand corner. Reward 50c.

Drugs with Debbies—Call any Fi Delta Theater.

Complete set of XE reports dated 1927 and signed Theodore Bots—Reward—Bill Phillips—He 1111.

Snap-Shot near Tech Campus—Handsome reward offered—Mrs. Theodore Blots—Biltmore Hotel.

NOTICES.

From this date hence we will not be responsible for any Debts contracted by Bobbie Jones, Rudy Valee or Herbie Kay—Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

Help Wanted.

Tanks by Standard Oil Company, College Graduates only. If you can't hold your own don't apply. Kappa Alpha and Sigma Nu's taken without examination—State Capacity in first letter.

Exchange.

Tuxedo, Pocket Flask, and Golf Clubs for set of EE reports graded B or better—Apply The Phi Gamma Delta House.

Tenor Saxophone, case, and two Clarinets for three months' board in desirable location near Tech—Apply Plumb Co-op House.

FLATFEET RAID DICK'S JOINT.

Faculty Members Found In Dirty Dive.

Goon old Dick, he was good while he lasted. But while trying to find another joint a Flatfoot stumbled into his alley... and alas; Pour Dick's place was raided. And did the Flatfeet gloat because not only did they find Joe but they found a room of Tech men... and did they smirk...

"We know we would get you for not letting us in at the football game," one scouled and threw a chair, felling Professor Strongarm...

Dean Squires remained silent and offered an adjustment, in as much as he termed it he and a group of the boys were merely having some innocent fun...

"Fun, eh?" smirked the cop. "Offer us a bribe? Remember the student that you expelled for this."

In all of his best modesty the Dean answered that he did.

"Well, I'm de guy dat you expelled."

At this the spring dance was whistled to the Dean after a clout from the Coppers Club.

"Now Young Gentlemen," said Doctor Rittman, "Let's don't be too hasty about this." (Continued on Page 18)

The cover for this annual was created by

The DAVID J. MOLLOY CO.
2857 N. Western Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

No, we haven't forsaken our good old American language (off with your hats—the flag is passing by). We are merely using an approved technique to lure you into reading this advertisement. Don't leave the room, please. You'll thank us for it before we're through. Yes, Corona Coronas will be all right if you simply must express your gratitude that way.

But to return to our subject. What more could you wish in a motor car than all that the new Chevrolet Six provides? You have doubtless thrilled already to the smartness of Chevrolet's long streamlines and spacious Fisher bodies. If you want speed, the new Chevrolet touches 65 to 70 miles an hour, with six-cylinders ease, quietness and smoothness. If you yearn for power—well, 60 horsepower is more than adequate for any demand you are likely to make. Marvelous handling ease is assured by combining the easy, quiet Syncro-Mesh gear-shift with Free Wheeling. And, any owner will tell you that Chevrolet operating and upkeep economy is unexcelled.

Does that strike a responsive cord, or are you just an old cynic? If you are, we suggest a ride in the new Chevrolet Six. Once you take one, you'll agree with every point we've made. And you'll agree, too, that the best place to be these fine spring days is at the wheel of this smart, fast, and remarkably inexpensive automobile.

JOHN SMITH CO. 
DECATUR CHEVROLET CO.
536 W. Peachtree St., N. W.

WHITEHALL CHEVROLET CO.
329 Whitehall St., S. W.

NEW
CHEVROLET
SIX

The Great American Value

Twenty beautiful new models, 5475 to 5660 at prices ranging from
All prices e.o.f. Pilot test. Special equipment rates. Late delivered prices and car is M. A. C. terms. Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan. Division of General Motors.
"Hasty, eh? You make me laugh. Remember the Boid that tried to sell you two tickets to the Policeman's ball?"

"I can't say that I do," was the prompt reply. And then the lights went out as far as the Doctor was concerned . . .

Lying Horizontally in one corner were "Hells Bells" Dooling, "Shilock" Houston and "Boucket" Fields with a glass of cider (Oh Yeah) in their hands, two Mole were fanning them with Brick Bats and massaging their brow with Carbolic acid.

"Whose them mugs?" inquired the Officer lamping the two Professors.


Imagine the surprise of the Professors the next morning when they found that the raid was a College Prank played by fun-loving school boys in the guise of coppers. Now, Faculty, let that be a lesson to you.
ANNOUNCING.
The Yellow Journal Puzzle Contest—Big Prizes—No Red Tape—No Catches—Extra Prizes for Promptness—

Pictured Below are four campus leaders of Georgia Tech. Pick the names viz: Wells, Whitfield, Pain and Williams. Of course these names may or may not be correct.

Put their names on the back of 4 Rolls Royce Name Plates, one name on each plate (If College Boys Print Plainly—If Architects Use Typewriter). And write an essay, Twenty Words, no more, no less, on Why an Egg Sandwich.

Simple, isn’t this; after you have completed this Throw your Answers in the Pacific Ocean.

First Prize—The Editor Posed as September Morn in July.
Second Prix (Note French)—September Morn Posed as the Editor in February.

From the above you can see that the prizes could go on indefinitely.
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A D E Q U A C Y
In the production of fine books, or for that matter, fine printing of any sort there must be an adequacy of
Understanding and experience to plan and interpret. Of workers who have mastered their crafts. Of materials of the best quality. And of modern equipment and exact skill in its direction. . . .

These sales and service offices and this manufacturing plant are evidences of an inflexible rule that adequacy must be maintained at . . .

FOOTE & DAVIES COMPANY
ATLANTA, GEORGIA

PRODUCERS
OF FINE
ANNUALS
BOOKLETS
CATALOGS

WALL’S
PAY & TAKE
ODORLESS CLEANERS, INC.
1109 St. Charles Avenue, N. E.
62 Forsyth Avenue, N. E.
16 E. Seventeenth Street
ATLANTA, GA.
121 E. Ponce de Leon Avenue
DECATUR, GA.
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COMPLIMENTS
OF
FULTON SUPPLY CO.
ATLANTA

PEAVY’S MARKET
WESTERN MEATS
VEGETABLES AND GROCERIES
12 Edgewood Avenue
"Just a few steps from Five Points"
WALNUT 5903-4

Manufacturing Plant